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VENUE HIRE

Our inspirational exhibitions, astounding galleries and
creative blank canvas spaces, combine to make the
Science Museum one of London’s most unique venues
for corporate or private hire.
Located in South Kensington, the cultural heart of
London, the museum offers the perfect destination
for an inspirational event experience in a central
location. The Science Museum has a wide range
of unique galleries and blank canvas spaces to
accommodate from 10 to 1500 guests.
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ILLUMINATE

Illuminate is a progressive new venue that anticipates
and surpasses the needs of the ever-evolving events
industry.
Illuminate is situated on levels four and five of the
Science Museum and is available for both daytime and
evening hire for capacities of up to 400 for dinners
and conferences and 450 for receptions.
One of the unique features of the new space is a
panoramic window on level five offering stunning
views of the City and an abundance of natural daylight,
a key element in ensuring a productive meeting or
conference experience.

CAPACITY
Reception: 450
Conference: 400
Dinner: 400

Click HERE to enquire about this space

ENERGY HALL

Showcasing the past and present of Britain’s
engineering history and its achievements since the
Industrial Revolution, this striking space is available for
evening hire. It is perfect for standing receptions of up
to 500 guests.
Utilise the unique branding opportunities in this space;
we have four plasma screens can be used for your own
company branding, and you can select your corporate
colour for the colour-phasing ceiling.

CAPACITY
Reception: 500

Click HERE to enquire about this space

EXPLORING SPACE

An atmospheric space which tells the fascinating story
of space exploration, this out-of-this-world gallery
is available for evening hire. It is perfect for a drinks
reception of up to 300 people, or invite up to 180
guests to dine beneath real rockets.
Your guests can marvel at a full-sized replica of the
‘Eagle’, the lander that took the astronauts Armstrong
and Aldrin to the Moon in 1969 and discover how they
could live in space with displays of astronaut food
and drink.

CAPACITY
Dinner: 180
Long table under the rocket: 80
Reception: 300

Click HERE to enquire about this space

MAKING THE
MODERN WORLD
An exceptional space chronicling the inventions
that formed modern society, this breath-taking
gallery is available for evening hire. It is perfect for a
spectacular large-scale event, accommodating up to
750 for a drinks reception, or up to 350 for dining.
Invite your guests to discover iconic exhibits, such as
the Apollo 10 command module, Crick and Watson’s
DNA model, and the very first Apple computer!
Ponder over thought-provoking objects such as a
porcelain bowl saved from Hiroshima, and a clock that
will tell time for 10,000 years.

CAPACITY
Reception: 750
Dinner without stage: 350
Dinner with stage: 300
Long table: 100
Click HERE to enquire about this space

WONDERLAB:
THE EQUINOR GALLERY
Fuel your imagination and immerse yourself in a world
of wonder at the newest and most interactive gallery
in the world.
Spread across seven different zones, there’s loads of
opportunity to get hands on with science. Order live
experiments at our Chemistry Bar, see lightning strike
before your eyes, play with forces on giant slides or
travel through space under a canopy of stars. You can
also take part in explosive science demonstrations
and shows, led by our talented team of Explainers.
This interactive gallery is also the perfect space for
Bar/Bat Mitzvah celebrations.

CAPACITY
Reception: 400
Dinner under the stars: 32

Click HERE to enquire about this space

FLIGHT

An extraordinary collection which reflects worldwide
achievements in aviation, in this breath-taking replica
aircraft hangar. Invite your guests to dine and dance
beneath the incredible icons of aviation history.
Flight gallery will take you on a journey from the
flight dreams of the Renaissance through to the
jump-jet and the wide-body aeroplanes of today
with a host of full-sized aircraft, aircraft models, and
commemorative exhibits. Your guests can get up
close to the aircraft on the overhead walkways.
The Flight gallery is available for both day-time and
evening hire

CAPACITY
Reception: 400
Dinner without a dance floor: 400
Dinner with a dance floor: 350

Click HERE to enquire about this space

IMAX THEATRE

Choose our IMAX Theatre for a daytime or evening
event with maximum impact. With a large screen,
an 11.5m-wide stage.
The IMAX Theatre uses image maximum technology,
state-of-the-art surround sound system, and one
of the world’s most sophisticated projectors.
Daytime hire of comes complete with the use of
our IMAX foyer and Engineer Your Future gallery for
catering areas.
Our in-house technical team can provide event
support or work with your chosen production
company.

CAPACITY
Auditorium: 400

Click HERE to enquire about this space

ENGINEER YOUR
FUTURE
An interactive space aiming to inspire budding
engineers; this gallery is available for evening hire,
and for daytime hire subject to availability. This is the
perfect space for intimate and engaging corporate
events.
Engineer Your Future explores engineering through
high-quality, interactive multiplayer games and
digital experiences. Your guests can test some of the
UK’s most amazing and complex systems, such as the
power grid and the rail network.

CAPACITY
Reception: 220
Theatre Style: 60

Click HERE to enquire about this space

INFORMATION AGE

A fascinating space celebrating more than 200 years
of innovation in information and communication
technologies, it is the perfect venue for standing
drinks receptions.
Information Age is divided into six zones, each
representing a different technology network. Invite
your guests to relive remarkable moments in history,
from the first BBC radio broadcast in 1922 to the
dawn of digital TV. They can also see where Her
Majesty The Queen sent her first Tweet, when she
opened the gallery in 2014.

CAPACITY
Reception: 400

Click HERE to enquire about this space

MATHEMATICS:
THE WINTON GALLERY
Designed by Zaha Hadid Architects, this gallery
examines the fundamental role mathematicians, their
tools and ideas have played in building the world we
live in.
These stories span 400 years of human ingenuity
from the renaissance to the present day, with objects
ranging from intriguing hand-held mathematical
instruments to a 1929 experimental aircraft.
The curved overhead structure and layout of the
gallery represents airflow around the Handley Page
aircraft suspended at its centre.

CAPACITY
Reception: 200
Dinner on rounds: 30
Long table: 24

Click HERE to enquire about this space

TOMORROW’S WORLD

An innovative space documenting the latest
scientific, technological and medical breakthroughs,
this interactive news gallery. It is perfect for standing
receptions, or combine with the Deep Blue diner for a
catered event.
Tomorrow’s World features exhibitions on hot topics
with a 9-month lifespan, the current exhibition
explores how society is responding to the enormous
challenge of antibiotic resistance, featuring scientific
research from across the globe and the personal
stories of those waging war on the superbugs.

CAPACITY
Reception: 400
Dinner: 250

Click HERE to enquire about this space

ATMOSPHERE

A thought-provoking space which demystifies the
science behind climate change, this interactive
gallery is perfect for evening receptions or intimate
dinners.
Five interactive games take guests on an immersive
journey through our climate-changing world.
Discover key climatic moments of the past, see the
impacts of decisions made, and look to the future of
climate change for the latest ideas for a low-carbon
life.

CAPACITY
Reception: 160
Dinner: 40

Click HERE to enquire about this space
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